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Windows 7 is a successor to Windows Vista and it is the second release of MicrosoftÂ WindowsÂ
series. It is an evolution of Windows XP and the previousÂ WindowsÂ series. When Windows 7 is
launched, the professional users will be prompted to upgrade their previous Windows version to

Windows 7. Windows 7 Starter has the basic and minimal features and is a good Operating system
for new and beginner users. Windows 7 Starter provides a pre-installed applications to help user to

use the Windows Operating system. Some of these applications include MicrosoftÂ OfficeÂ 2007 and
MicrosoftÂ InternetÂ ExplorerÂ 8. A look on the new features and apps will lead you to know about

the basic features of Windows 7 Starter. With MicrosoftÂ OfficeÂ 2007, user have an ease access and
user-friendly interface. This upgrade includes four MicrosoftÂ OfficeÂ 2007 applications namely

Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Access. These four applications can be used to perform various tasks on
the Windows Operating system. Microsoft Internet ExplorerÂ 8 has changed the look and feel of the
previous series. It has found a way to ensure that no malware or virus can contaminate the system.

This new feature is known as theÂ SmartÂ shield that can be found after installing the Operating
system. At the moment, there is not a change to theÂ SmartÂ shield for the Windows 7 Starter.

Some of the new features for Windows 7 areÂ SmartÂ shield, addedÂ WindowsÂ 7Â customer care
update. The addedÂ WindowsÂ 7Â customer care update is in line with the upgrades like Windows
Vista. The update enables you to receive and send messages from WindowsÂ LiveÂ MessengerÂ 7.
Also, there is the ability to control the text size, location of form text, and text size of live chatting

messages. TheÂ WindowsÂ 7Â SP1Â service pack 1 has an ability to provideÂ WindowsÂ LiveÂ
MessengerÂ 7Â with an ability to support the identity of WindowsÂ LiveÂ SpacesÂ, an service offered

by Windows Live. TheÂ WindowsÂ 7Â SP1Â service pack 1 enables users to useÂ WindowsÂ 7Â to
access applications onÂ WindowsÂ LiveÂ Spaces. However, this upgrade does not let you integrateÂ
WindowsÂ LiveÂ MessengerÂ 7Â withÂ WindowsÂ LiveÂ SpacesÂ in a way that you can access your
conversations from the desktop. It also enables to be able to switch between the applications at the

same time using theÂ WindowsÂ 7Â Start button. Some of the other added features
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